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Optogenetic modeling of human neuromuscular 
circuits in Duchenne muscular dystrophy with  
CRISPR and pharmacological corrections
Amaia Paredes-Redondo1,2,3, Peter Harley4, Eleni Maniati5, David Ryan6, Sandra Louzada6†, 
Jinhong Meng7, Anna Kowala1,2,3, Beiyuan Fu6, Fengtang Yang6, Pentao Liu8, Silvia Marino1, 
Olivier Pourquié9, Francesco Muntoni7,10, Jun Wang5, Ivo Lieberam4‡, Yung-Yao Lin1,2,3*‡

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is caused by dystrophin gene mutations leading to skeletal muscle weakness 
and wasting. Dystrophin is enriched at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ), but how NMJ abnormalities contribute 
to DMD pathogenesis remains unclear. Here, we combine transcriptome analysis and modeling of DMD patient- 
derived neuromuscular circuits with CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls in compartmentalized microdevices. We 
show that NMJ volumes and optogenetic motor neuron–stimulated myofiber contraction are compromised in 
DMD neuromuscular circuits, which can be rescued by pharmacological inhibition of TGF signaling, an observation 
validated in a 96-well human neuromuscular circuit coculture assay. These beneficial effects are associated with 
normalization of dysregulated gene expression in DMD myogenic transcriptomes affecting NMJ assembly (e.g., 
MUSK) and axon guidance (e.g., SLIT2 and SLIT3). Our study provides a new human microphysiological model for 
investigating NMJ defects in DMD and assessing candidate drugs and suggests that enhancing neuromuscular 
connectivity may be an effective therapeutic strategy.

INTRODUCTION
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), caused by mutations in the 
gene encoding dystrophin (DMD) on the X chromosome, is a fatal and 
the most common inherited neuromuscular disorder in childhood, 
affecting 1 in 3500 to 5000 live male births (1). The dystrophin- 
glycoprotein complex (DGC) maintains the integrity of skeletal 
muscle by linking the intracellular cytoskeleton to the extracellular 
matrix and participates in cellular signaling processes (2). Patients 
with DMD suffer from progressive skeletal muscle weakness and 
wasting that lead to eventual loss of ambulation with reduced life 
expectancy (3). Current standard of care for DMD is based on the 
palliative effect of corticosteroids, which increase muscle mass and 
strength while reducing inflammation and necrosis. Nevertheless, 
prolonged corticosteroid treatment is associated with side effects, 
including weight gain, osteoporosis, and cataracts (4). To date, only 

two types of curative medicines have received approval for treating 
DMD. Ataluren is a compound that induces ribosomal readthrough of 
premature termination codons to restore dystrophin protein expres-
sion, suitable for approximately 13% of patients with DMD, and ap-
proved by European Medicines Agency (5). Eteplirsen, golodirsen, 
viltolarsen, and casimersen are antisense oligonucleotides that me-
diate pre-mRNA exon skipping to restore the open reading frame in 
patients with DMD with eligible mutations (6, 7), cumulatively allow-
ing targeting approximately 30% of patients with DMD. Despite these 
existing drugs, there is still no cure or effective treatment for DMD.

The formation of neuromuscular circuits is critical for generating 
voluntary movement, in which skeletal muscle contraction is induced 
by motor neurons (MNs) through neurotransmitter release at neuro-
muscular junctions (NMJs), where motor axons form synaptic con-
tacts with myofibers. The DGC is enriched at the plasma membrane 
of myofibers and NMJs (8). While research in DMD primarily 
focused on muscle wasting, studies have shown that both patients 
with DMD and dystrophin-deficient mdx mice have structural 
alterations at the NMJs and aberrant electrophysiological changes 
(9–12), suggesting that NMJ abnormalities may contribute to patho-
physiology of DMD. Although dystrophin-deficient mice have been 
extensively used as an animal model to investigate mechanisms 
underlying DMD, the genetic and physiological differences between 
rodents and humans highlight the need to improve translatability of 
preclinical studies using the mdx mice for evaluating potential thera-
peutics. For example, in contrast to patients with DMD, the mdx 
mice have relatively mild muscle pathology, possibly due to com-
pensatory or species-specific mechanisms in mice (13). Furthermore, 
human and mouse NMJs differ substantially in their cellular anatomy 
and synaptic proteomes (14). To reduce the use of animals and facil-
itate the selection of the most promising therapies for DMD clinical 
trials, it is important to develop human-specific and physiologically 
relevant models for preclinical studies of neuromuscular circuits 
in health and disease, as well as for assessing the efficacy of thera-
peutic strategies.
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The advent of human pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) and transgene- 
free myogenic differentiation has opened new avenues of research 
into muscular dystrophies and drug discovery (15, 16). For instance, 
patient-specific PSC-derived skeletal muscle has been shown to 
recapitulate some pathological features of DMD in monotypic two- 
dimensional (2D) cultures, including reduced myoblast fusion com-
petence, abnormal expression of inflammation-related genes, and 
up-regulation of transforming growth factor– (TGF)/bone 
morphogenetic protein signaling (17). Notably, these cellular 
phenotypes are variable from patient to patient, probably because of 
differences in individual genetic backgrounds. This highlights the 
importance of generating appropriate isogenic controls using recently 
developed genome editing tools (Fig. 1A) (15).

In contrast to conventional monotypic 2D cultures, recent advances 
in 3D multilineage cultures can better mimic the complex human 
tissue architecture and physiology in vivo (15). In particular, com-
partmentalized microdevices and organ-on-a-chip technologies have 
recently been exploited to recapitulate physiological conditions and 
model nerve-muscle connectivity in the context of MN disease, 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (18, 19). Furthermore, optogenetic 
stimulation through the light-gated ion channel, channelrhodopsin-2 
(20), can specifically elicit synaptic activity of PSC-derived MNs, which, in 
turn, induces contraction of PSC-derived myofibers. The generation of 
simplified motor units in vitro enables preclinical testing of drug 
candidates that can ameliorate pathological features of ALS (18, 19). By 
contrast, it remains poorly understood with regard to neuromuscular 
circuit formation in DMD and its impact on muscle contractility.

Here, we develop a patient-specific in vitro model of DMD with 
isogenic controls by integrating human PSC–derived myofibers and 
MNs, CRISPR-mediated genome editing, optogenetics, and micro-
fabrication technologies. Transcriptome analysis of DMD myogenic 
cultures compared to CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls expressing 
full-length dystrophin reveals affected gene sets, including NMJ assem-
bly and axon guidance. We report optogenetic modeling of neuro-
muscular circuits in DMD with isogenic controls in compartmentalized 
microdevices. We show that NMJ volumes and light-stimulated 
myofiber contraction are compromised in DMD neuromuscular 
circuits, which can be rescued by pharmacological inhibition of TGF 
signaling with independent validation in a 96-well human neuro-
muscular circuit coculture assay. In particular, many of the abnormally 
expressed genes affecting NMJ assembly (e.g., MUSK) and axon 
guidance (e.g., SLIT2 and SLIT3) respond to inhibition of TGF sig-
naling in DMD myogenic cultures. Our findings suggest that dys-
regulated gene expression of NMJ assembly and axon guidance in 
the DMD myogenic transcriptome may contribute to defective 
muscle-nerve connectivity in DMD, leading to skeletal muscle 
weakness. Together, optogenetic modeling of human neuromuscular 
circuits in vitro provides a microphysiological platform that can be 
further exploited for investigating mechanisms underlying DMD 
pathophysiology and assessing potential therapeutic strategies.

RESULTS
Generation and characterization of an isogenic pair of DMD 
patient-derived and CRISPR-corrected PSC lines
We obtained dermal fibroblasts from a DMD patient with clinical 
diagnosis summarized in table S1. Genetic analysis revealed the 
DMD c.10141C>T (p.R3381X) nonsense mutation in exon 70 
(fig. S1A), affecting all tissue-specific dystrophin isoforms (Dp427, 

Dp260, Dp140, Dp116, and Dp71). To generate DMD PSCs, we re-
programmed the DMD patient’s fibroblasts to a pluripotent state 
using a six-factor reprogramming technology and a recently devel-
oped expanded potential stem cell medium (EPSCM) (21, 22). DMD 
patient-derived PSCs stably maintained in EPSCM are referred to as 
DMD-R3381X EPSCM-PSC (hereinafter ePSCs). Initial characteri-
zation of two independent DMD-R3381X ePSCs clonal lines 
confirmed expression of pluripotency markers by quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR; fig. S1B). Immunocytochemistry 
also confirmed expression of pluripotency markers, including 
Nanog homeobox (NANOG), POU class 5 homeobox 1 (OCT4), 
SRY-box transcription factor 2 (SOX2), Stage-specific embryonic 
antigen 4 (SSEA4), and T cell receptor alpha locus 1-60 (TRA-1-60). 
(Fig. 1B). The DMD-R3381X ePSC line underwent in vitro differ-
entiation to form embryoid bodies (EBs). Positive immunocyto-
chemistry for markers of each of the three embryonic germ layers 
confirmed DMD-R3381X clone pluripotent status (Fig. 1C), and 
analysis of the karyotype revealed no chromosomal abnormali-
ties (Fig. 1D). To generate isogenic control cells, we precisely corrected 
the DMD c.10141C>T mutation in the DMD-R3381X clone using 
CRISPR-Cas9–mediated genome editing technology. The strategy was 
based on the homologous directed repair pathway activated in the 
cells after a double-strand break in the DNA (Fig. 1E), using a double 
selection approach based on a piggyBac transposon-based selection 
cassette (PGK-puro∆tk) to facilitate the screening for targeted and 
edited events as previously described (23). Sequencing of corrected 
clones (hereinafter CORR-R3381X ePSCs) confirmed precise cor-
rection of the DMD mutation without any alteration in the selection 
cassette excision site (Fig. 1, F and G). Microsatellite analysis 
demonstrated the common origin of DMD-R3381X and the two 
CRISPR-corrected clones (fig. S1C). Karyotype analysis showed no 
chromosomal abnormalities after genome editing (Fig. 1H). Sequencing 
of the top five predicted potential off-target sites suggested that no 
mutations were introduced during genome editing (fig. S1D). Last, 
immunocytochemistry showed maintenance of pluripotency by 
expression of NANOG, OCT4, SOX2, SSEA4, and TRA-1-60 in 
the CRISPR-corrected ePSCs (fig. S1E).

Restoration of full-length dystrophin in CRISPR-corrected 
myogenic cultures is associated with higher differentiation 
competence than DMD
To model DMD in vitro, we differentiated the isogenic pair of DMD 
and CRISPR-corrected ePSCs to myogenic progenitor cells (MPCs) 
and myotubes using a transgene-free protocol as described (24). 
This protocol has a primary differentiation phase, in which the 
ePSCs differentiate to MPCs, followed by subculture in skeletal 
muscle growth medium and cryopreservation (Fig. 2A). In the sec-
ondary differentiation phase, the ePSC-derived MPCs are induced 
to form myotubes with self-renewed MPCs in skeletal muscle dif-
ferentiation medium (Fig. 2B). Immunocytochemistry results re-
vealed that both DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X ePSC-derived 
MPCs expressed the myogenic transcription factors paired box 7 
(PAX7) and myogenic differentiation 1 (MYOD1) and myotubes 
derived from the isogenic pair of MPCs expressed sarcomeric proteins, 
such as myosin heavy chain (MYH) and titin (Fig. 2C). Immunocyto-
chemistry of CORR-R3381X myotubes showed restored expression of 
dystrophin protein after precise gene correction (Fig. 2C). Immunoblotting 
confirmed that the molecular mass of dystrophin protein in CORR-
R3381X myogenic culture is 427 kDa, consistent with the full-length 
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Fig. 1. Generation and characterization of an isogenic pair of DMD patient-derived and CRISPR-corrected PSC lines. (A) Schematic of the generation of ePSCs from DMD 
patient-derived fibroblasts (FBs) and CRISPR-Cas9–mediated precise gene correction to generate isogenic control ePSCs, followed by myogenic differentiation to obtain muscle cells. 
(B) Representative immunocytochemistry images of pluripotency markers—NANOG, OCT4, SOX2, SSEA4, and TRA-1-60—in DMD-R3381X ePSCs. Scale bars, 100 m. DAPI, 
4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. (C) In vitro differentiation of DMD-R3381X ePSCs to three embryonic germ layers, confirmed by positive immunocytochemistry of endoderm 
(-fetoprotein, AFP), mesoderm (-smooth muscle actin, ACTA) and ectoderm (3-tubulin, TUBB3) markers. Scale bars, 100 m. (D) Normal karyotype of the DMD-R3381X ePSCs. 
(E) Schematic diagram of gene correction in DMD-R3381X ePSCs. Cas9 protein and the specific single guide RNA (sgRNA) target the DMD locus 150 base pairs (bp) upstream the 
mutation. The donor targeting vector carries a piggyBac (PGK-puro∆tk) selection cassette flanked by two homology arms [left homology arm (LHA); right homology arm (RHA)]. 
Blue arrows indicate forward (F)/reverse (R) primers for genotyping and sequencing. PB, piggyBac; FIAU, Fialuridine. (F) Sequence analysis confirmed precise correction 
of the DMD c.10141C>T mutation in two independent clones, CORR-R3381X ePSC #1 and #2, without modification at the selection cassette excision site. (G) Schematic of 
the truncated dystrophin in DMD-R3381X cells and restored full-length dystrophin in CORR-R3381X cells. (H) Normal karyotype of the CORR-R3381X ePSC clones.
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Fig. 2. Characterization of DMD and CRISPR-corrected PSC-derived MPCs and myotubes. (A) Timeline of the myogenic specification from human ePSCs to MPCs and 
myotubes with markers for each specific stage. (B) Secondary differentiation of MPCs into myotubes. Experiments are analyzed at 0 hours (MPCs in skeletal muscle cell 
growth medium) and at 24, 48, and 120 hours after switching to secondary differentiation medium. (C) Representative immunocytochemistry images of PAX7, MYOD1, 
dystrophin, MYH (MF20), and titin in DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures at 120 hours of secondary differentiation. Enlarged images of titin demonstrate 
sarcomere striation. Scale bars, 100 m. (D) Immunoblotting confirms that full-length dystrophin (427 kDa) is restored in CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures. (E) Quantification 
of PAX7-positive, MYOD1-positive, and MF20-positive cells and fusion index during secondary differentiation at 0, 24, 48, and 120 hours in DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X 
cultures. Values are means ± SD. n = 6. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. (F) Heatmap 
of normalized gene expression levels as log2 transformed RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads) of myogenic markers in DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X 
cells at 0, 24, and 120 hours of secondary differentiation. (G) Unsupervised cluster dendrogram of DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X transcriptomes at 0, 24, and 120 hours 
of secondary differentiation. (H) A principal components analysis graph of DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X transcriptomes at 0, 24, and 120 hours of secondary differentiation. 
(I) Selected gene sets with statistically significant normalized enrichment score (NES) in DMD-R3381X (red bars) or CORR-R3381X (blue bars) myogenic cultures at 0, 24, 
and 120 hours of secondary differentiation.
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dystrophin muscle isoform Dp427 (Fig. 2D). Although conventional 
immunoblotting was not sensitive enough to detect the dystrophin 
isoform Dp71  in skeletal muscle (25), the presence of Dp427  in 
CORR-R3381X implies that Dp71 protein expression should also 
be restored.

Quantification of PAX7-positive nuclei during secondary differ-
entiation showed significant differences between DMD-R3381X and 
CORR-R3381X in all time points 0, 24, 48, and 120 hours (Fig. 2E 
and fig. S2A). The percentage of PAX7-positive nuclei in DMD-R3381X 
cultures remained constantly below 10% with no significant change 
over time, whereas PAX7-positive nuclei in CORR-R3381X culture 
increased about threefold at 120 hours (Fig. 2E). Quantification of 
MYOD1-positive nuclei at 0 hours showed no significant difference 
between DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X (Fig. 2E and fig S2B). 
During secondary differentiation, both lines showed an upward trend 
in the percentage of MYOD1-positive nuclei; however, DMD-R3381X 
cultures had a significantly lower percentage of MYOD1-positive 
nuclei compared to CORR-R3381X cultures at the 24, 48, and 120 hours 
(Fig. 2E). These results may be, in part, explained by a recent finding 
that a Dp71 variant is expressed in human satellite cells and enhances 
myoblast proliferation (26). Next, we investigated the differentiation 
and fusion capacity of DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X MPCs by 
quantifying the percentage of MYH-positive cells and fusion index 
(Fig. 2E and fig. S2C). While there was no significant difference at 0 
or 24 hours of secondary differentiation, CORR-R3381X cultures 
efficiently differentiated to multinucleated myotubes with signifi-
cantly higher MYH-positive cells and fusion index compared to 
DMD-R3381X cultures at 48 and 120 hours (Fig. 2E). Together, 
these data suggest a reduced differentiation and fusion competence 
of dystrophin-deficient MPCs.

Analysis of myogenic transcriptomes identifies gene  
sets affected in DMD
Next, we sought to investigate whether the reduced differentiation 
and fusion of DMD-R3381X cells were due to aberrant myogenic 
gene expression. We performed transcriptome sequencing and 
analysis of DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures 
during secondary differentiation (0, 24, and 120 hours). By examining 
transcript levels in DMD-R3381X compared to CORR-R3381X myo-
genic cultures, we observed lower expression of PAX7 in DMD-R3381X 
at time point 0 hours (P = 0.017, log2FC = −4.14). This difference 
was, however, not retained at time points 24 and 120 hours (fig. S2D). 
Similarly, there was no significant difference in MYOD1 transcript 
levels between the two genotypes during secondary differentiation 
(fig. S2E). Contrary to lower percentages of PAX7- and MYOD1- 
positive nuclei in DMD-R3381X cultures (Fig. 2E), these results 
suggest that dystrophin deficiency may have an effect on translation 
of PAX7 and MYOD1 or as yet unidentified mechanisms, although 
this will require further investigation. Further analysis revealed similar 
expression profiles of a number of muscle-specific genes between 
DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures, including the 
transcription factor MYOG and sarcomeric components such as 
desmin (DES), MYH isoforms 3 and 8 (MYH3 and MYH8), and 
titin (TTN) (Fig. 2F). Notably, DMD-R3381X cultures had signifi-
cantly decreased DMD transcript levels compared to CORR-R3381X 
at each stage (Fig. 2F and fig. S2F), which may be, in part, explained 
by a recent discovery involving epigenetic regulation (27).

Unsupervised sample clustering by hierarchical cluster analysis 
(Fig. 2G) confirmed clustering of biological replicates (A, B, and C), 

segregation of the samples in relation to their stages of differentiation 
(0, 24, and 120 hours), and segregation of the samples according to 
genotype (DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X). Genotype segrega-
tion was evident at 24- and 120-hour time points. At the beginning 
of secondary differentiation (time point, 0 hours), we observed that 
DMD-R3381X samples interspersed with CORR-R3381X. This in-
dicates that the transcriptome differences between these two geno-
types become more pronounced as the differentiation program 
advances. In line with this, principal components analysis indicated 
approximately 46% of variance in the samples (Dim1 = 30.9% and 
Dim2 = 15.1%) could be explained by the stage of secondary differ-
entiation and, to a lesser extent, by genotype (Fig. 2H).

To further elucidate mechanisms underlying DMD, we identified 
differentially expressed genes between DMD-R3381X and CORR-
R3381X and carried out gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). Gene 
sets with positive normalized enrichment score (NES) reflected over-
all higher transcript levels in DMD-R3381X transcriptomes compared 
to CORR-R3381X, whereas gene sets with negative NES indicated 
overall higher transcript levels in CORR-R3381X transcriptomes 
than DMD-R3381X. We considered NES with nominal P < 0.05 as 
significantly enriched gene sets, which reflect many characteristic 
DMD pathophysiology, e.g., inflammation, Ca2+ homeostasis, and 
mitochondrial metabolism (data files S1 and S2). Consistent with the 
immunocytochemistry results of myogenic markers, gene sets asso-
ciated with CORR-R3381X transcriptomes during secondary differ-
entiation included Gene Ontology (GO) muscle fiber development 
and GO muscle cell cellular homeostasis (Fig. 2I). Furthermore, at 
120 hours of secondary differentiation, Reactome Muscle contraction 
was associated with CORR-R3381X, whereas GO negative regulation 
of myoblast differentiation was correlated with DMD-R3381X 
(Fig. 2I). We noticed that gene sets modulating NMJ assembly were 
correlated with CORR-R3381X, such as GO neuromuscular junction 
development, GO synapse organization, and GO synapse assembly, 
while GO negative regulation of synapse organization was associated 
with DMD-R3381X at 24 hours of secondary differentiation (Fig. 2I). 
In addition, gene sets regulating nerve function were correlated with 
DMD-R3381X at all three time points, including Kyoto Encyclopedia 
of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) Axon guidance and Reactome 
EPHB-mediated forward signaling (Fig. 2I). In particular, GO nega-
tive regulation of axonogenesis was correlated with DMD-R3381X 
at 24 and 120 hours of secondary differentiation. In contrast, GO 
retrograde axonal transport was correlated with CORR-R3381X at 
120 hours (Fig. 2I). Together, our findings suggest that abnormal 
gene expression profiles in DMD myogenic transcriptomes may 
affect not only skeletal muscle differentiation and homeostasis but 
also synapse organization and axonogenesis.

Assembly of DMD and CRISPR-corrected neuromuscular 
circuits in compartmentalized microdevices
Our GSEA results prompted us to investigate the effects of dystrophin- 
deficient myofibers on neuromuscular circuit formation and func-
tion. To model muscle-nerve connectivity in vitro with resemblance 
of anatomical separation in vivo, we used a compartmentalized 
microdevice to culture wild-type (WT) mouse embryonic stem cell 
(ESC)–derived MNs and the isogenic pair of human DMD-R3381X 
and CORR-R3381X MPC-derived myofibers. The microdevices were 
fabricated as previously described with slight modifications (18). 
We first generated spinal-type MNs expressing photosensor 
channelrhodopsin-2H134R (ChR2-MNs) (28) and CAG::Gdnf transgenic 
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astrocytes (ACs) from mouse ESCs (29) in separate cultures, fol-
lowed by enrichment using magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) of 
both cell types and aggregation into neural spheroids (Fig.  3A) 
(18). On day −2, three spheroids of MACS-enriched ChR2-MNs and 
ACs were seeded into both outer compartments of the microdevice 
in a fibrin/Matrigel hydrogel (Fig. 3, B and C). On day −1, the 
isogenic pair of human DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X MPCs 
were loaded separately into the central compartment of the micro-
device and then sealed in a fibrin/Matrigel hydrogel. The motor axons 
of mouse ESC–derived ChR2-MNs [labeled by yellow fluorescent 
protein (YFP)] grew through the microchannels from the outer 
compartments to the central compartment of the microdevice. On 
day 0, the initial distribution of ChR2-MN axons was similar in the 
microdevices containing DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X MPCs 
(Fig. 3D), as demonstrated by the quantification of YFP-positive area 
representing motor axons in the central compartment (Fig. 3, D and E). 
On day 0, the isogenic pair of human DMD-R3381X and CORR-
R3381X MPCs were induced to form a 3D sheet of myofibers by 
switching to secondary differentiation medium (Fig. 3B). Contrary 
to CORR-R3381X myofibers, we noticed that DMD-R3381X myofibers 
were not evenly distributed nor mostly aligned with the long axis of 
the central compartment (Fig. 3F), which may reflect the abnormal 
gene regulation of skeletal muscle differentiation in DMD (Fig. 2I). 
In the following days, motor axons of mouse ESC–derived ChR2-MNs 
formed synaptic contacts with the human PSC–derived myofibers.

Optogenetic modeling of neuromuscular circuits reveals 
compromised myofiber contraction and NMJ defects in DMD
Machado et al. (18) demonstrated that neural activity promotes NMJ 
formation in vitro; therefore, we entrained the light-responsive 
ChR2-MNs on days 4 and 5 for 1 hour/day after initiation of sec-
ondary differentiation (Fig. 3B). Blue light (470 nm) stimulation of 
mouse ChR2-MNs on day 5 induced neuron activation, which 
rapidly caused contraction of human MPC–derived myofibers in the 
central compartments, demonstrating the functionality of the newly 
formed neuromuscular circuits (movies S1 and S2). We quantified 
the velocity of myofiber contraction using particle image velocimetry 
(PIV), which measures the displacement of blocks of pixels between 
two consecutive images, frame by frame (30). In response to light 
stimulation, myofiber contraction and relaxation was visualized 
as velocity vectors with different sizes proportional to the local dis-
placement (Fig. 3F). Compared to CORR-R3381X myofibers in 
microdevices, DMD-R3381X myofibers had fewer and smaller velocity 
vectors when stimulated by optogenetic activation of ChR2-MNs, 
indicating limited displacement in DMD conditions (Fig. 3F). Quan-
tification of myofiber contraction velocity revealed a significantly 
reduced maximum contraction velocity in DMD-R3381X myo-
fibers (~0.5 × 104 m/s), compared with CORR-R3381X myofibers 
(~1.5 × 104 m/s) (Fig. 3G).

Our GSEA results revealed that CHRNA1 [acetylcholine receptor 
(AChR) subunit alpha] and DMD are among the core enrichment 
genes in GO muscle cell cellular homeostasis, in which both 
CHRNA1 and DMD were down-regulated in DMD-R3381X com-
pared to CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures (fig. S3). We then inves-
tigated whether the NMJs might be affected in the absence of muscle 
dystrophin protein. Immunocytochemistry of the presynaptic marker 
synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A (SV2) and 3-tubulin (TUBB3) in 
the myofiber compartments (Fig. 3H) did not show statistically sig-
nificant differences in the number of SV2 objects and motor axon 

distribution between DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X conditions 
(Fig. 3I). Quantification of the postsynaptic marker nicotinic AChR 
revealed a significantly reduced number of AChR objects in DMD-
R3381X myofiber compartments compared to CORR-R3381X myo-
fiber compartments (Fig. 3, H and I). Accordingly, the number of 
NMJs, as determined by the colocalization of presynaptic and 
postsynaptic markers (SV2 and AChR), was significantly lower in 
DMD-R3381X than in CORR-R3381X conditions (Fig. 3, H and I). 
We also found that AChR and NMJ volumes were significantly re-
duced in DMD-R3381X myofiber compartments (Fig. 3, H and I). 
Together, our results suggest that NMJ defects in DMD may con-
tribute to compromised myofiber contraction (Fig. 3G), thereby 
reflecting muscle weakness in patients with DMD.

Pharmacological inhibition of TGF signaling in  
DMD-R3381X neuromuscular circuits rescues myofiber 
contraction phenotypes
Studies have shown that TGF signaling is down-regulated during 
the course of fetal myogenesis (31) and that it becomes abnormally 
up-regulated in DMD (17). Our transcriptome analysis showed down- 
regulation of TGFB1 expression during the course of secondary 
differentiation, yet TGFB1 transcript levels in DMD-R3381X were 
significantly higher than CORR-R3381X at 0 and 24 hours (fig. S4A). 
Furthermore, GSEA results revealed that up-regulated TGFB1 and 
genes involved in TGF signaling were among core enrichment genes 
in GO negative regulation of myoblast differentiation associated with 
DMD-R3381X myogenic transcriptomes (fig. S4B). We then per-
formed quantitative gene expression analysis in 2D myogenic cul-
tures (fig. S4C) and confirmed that DMD-R3381X had a significantly 
higher TGFB1 expression than CORR-R3381X at 0 and 120 hours 
of secondary differentiation (Fig. 4A). Moreover, TGFB1 expression 
levels in DMD 2D myogenic cultures treated with SB-431542 (a 
selective inhibitor of TGF signaling) were significantly reduced at 
each time point, compared with untreated DMD cultures (Fig. 4A). 
Inhibition of TGF signaling improved the myogenic differentiation 
competence of DMD-R3381X cultures to similar levels of CORR-
R3381X cultures at 120 hours (Fig. 4B and fig. S4C).

To test whether the increased myogenic differentiation competence 
might lead to any functional improvement in myofiber contractility, 
we treated the isogenic pair of DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X 
neuromuscular circuits with SB-431542 in microdevices for 5 days. 
Notably, PIV analysis of light-stimulated myofiber contraction showed 
a statistically significant increase in muscle displacement velocity 
in DMD-R3381X neuromuscular circuits treated with SB-431542 
(Fig. 4, C and D, and movies S3 and S4). In contrast, treatment of 
SB-431542 in CORR-R3381X neuromuscular circuits did not have 
an effect on muscle displacement velocity (Fig. 4, E and F, and movies 
S5 and S6). The pharmacological rescue of the contractility pheno-
types in DMD-R3381X myofibers by SB-431542 exceeded the dis-
placement velocity of CORR-R3381X myofibers (fig. S4D). These 
results suggest that our isogenic pair of optogenetic neuromuscular 
circuits can serve as a microphysiological platform to assess potential 
drug candidates for treating DMD muscle weakness.

Human neuromuscular circuit cocultures provide a drug 
screening platform for DMD and confirm the beneficial 
effects of SB-431542
To better recapitulate human NMJ phenotypes and validate results 
from microdevices, we then developed a high-content imaging 
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Fig. 3. Optogenetic modeling of neuromuscular circuits in DMD with CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls. (A) Timeline of mouse ESC-MN and ESC-AC differentiation. 
RA, retinoic acid; SAG, smoothened agonist. (B) Timeline of the neuromuscular circuit assembly and medium changes in the microdevices. (C) Schematic of the 
microdevice. MPCs were plated in the central compartment. The two outer compartments held MN/AC spheroids. Motor axons projected through microchannels to 
innervate myofibers. (D) Representative images of YFP-positive motor axons in central compartments of microdevices containing MPCs at 0 hours and converted grayscale 
images. Scale bars, 250 m. (E) Quantification of YFP-positive area in central compartments. n = 16. Values are means ± SEM; unpaired t test. (F) Particle image velocimetry 
(PIV) analysis in central compartments containing DMD- and CORR-R3381X neuromuscular circuits following optogenetic stimulation on day 5. Representative images 
show before, during, and after optogenetic stimulation. Green arrows represent velocity vectors. Scale bars, 250 m. (G) Quantification of mean velocity in the central 
compartments containing DMD- and CORR-R3381X myofibers in response to optogenetic stimulation. Blue shading indicates the time during optogenetic stimulation. 
n = 24. Values are means ± SEM; two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, ****P < 0.0001. (H) Representative 3D reconstruction images of immunocyto-
chemistry of TUBB3 (blue), SV2 (red), and acetylcholine receptor (AChR; turquoise) in central compartments containing innervated DMD- and CORR-R3381X myofibers. 
Scale bars, 50 m. (I) Quantification of TUBB3, SV2, AChR, and NMJs in central compartments containing DMD- and CORR-R3381X neuromuscular circuits. n = 5 for 
DMD-R3381X and n = 6 for CORR-R3381X. Values are means ± SD; unpaired t test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
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(HCI)–compatible, 96-well human neuromuscular circuit coculture 
assay amenable for drug screening and analysis of cellular pheno-
types. We used WT human H9 ESC–derived MNs to form neuro-
muscular circuits with the isogenic pair of human PSC–derived 
myofibers. On day −2, we plated DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X 
human PSC–derived MPCs in flat-bottom Matrigel-coated 96-well 
plates. The day after, neural spheroids aggregated from MACS-sorted 
human ESC-MNs and mouse ESC-ACs were plated on top of the 
human PSC–derived MPCs into the center of each well (Fig. 5A). 
On day 0, the human neuromuscular cocultures were switched to 
secondary differentiation medium with and without drug treatments. 

Subsequently, human ESC–derived motor axons projected from the 
spheroids and innervated human PSC–derived myofibers. On day 5, 
the cocultures were fixed and stained with antibodies to myofiber, 
axon, presynaptic, and postsynaptic markers. Confocal images were 
acquired using a PerkinElmer Operetta HCI system, followed by 
multiparameter 3D image analysis.

As a proof of concept for assessing drugs in the HCI human neuro-
muscular circuit coculture assay, we included drugs with different 
mechanisms of action alongside SB-431542. For example, gentamicin, 
an aminoglycoside antibiotic that reads through premature stop 
codons (32), restores dystrophin expression in vitro and in mdx mice 

Fig. 4. Inhibition of TGF signaling in DMD-R3381X neuromuscular circuits rescues their myofiber contractility defect. (A) Relative expression levels of TGFB1 
transcripts in 2D myogenic cultures of DMD-R3381X, DMD-R3381X + SB-431542, and CORR-R3381X at 0, 24, and 120 hours of secondary differentiation. n = 6. Values are 
means ± SEM. One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. (B) Quantification of titin-positive cells in 2D 
myogenic cultures of DMD-R3381X, DMD-R3381X + SB-431542, and CORR-R3381X at 120 hours of secondary differentiation (representative images in fig. S4C). n = 4. 
Values are means ± SD. One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, **P < 0.01. (C) PIV analysis in central compartments containing DMD-R3381X neuromuscular 
circuits not treated and treated with SB-431542 on day 5. Scale bars, 250 m. (D) Quantification of mean velocity of DMD-R3381X myofibers not treated and treated with 
SB-431542 in response to optogenetic stimulation. n = 12. Values are means ± SEM. Two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and 
****P < 0.0001. (E) PIV analysis in central compartments containing CORR-R3381X neuromuscular circuits not treated and treated with SB-431542 on day 5. Scale bars, 250 m. 
(F) Quantification of mean velocity of CORR-R3381X myofibers not treated and treated with SB-431542 in response to optogenetic stimulation. n = 12. Values are 
means ± SEM. Two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, no significant difference. (C and E) Representative images show before, during, and after optogenetic 
stimulation. Green arrows represent velocity vectors. (D and F) Blue shading indicates the time during optogenetic stimulation.
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carrying Dmd nonsense mutations (33, 34). To identify the optimal 
concentration of gentamicin for inducing readthrough effects, we first 
tested a range of gentamicin concentrations to treat DMD-R3381X 
MPCs during secondary differentiation and detected dystrophin 
protein expression in some of the DMD-R3381X myotubes (fig. S5, 
A and B). Note that the estimated levels of restored dystrophin 
protein in gentamicin-treated cultures were significantly lower than 
those in CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures (~13.2%; fig. S5, A and B). 
In parallel, we also tested the non-aminoglycoside readthrough com-
pound PTC124 (35). Unexpectedly, we could not detect any resto-
ration of dystrophin protein expression in DMD-R3381X myogenic 

cultures treated with PTC124 in a range of concentrations (from 1 
to 35 M; fig. S5C), suggesting that the DMD c.10141C>T nonsense 
mutation may favor gentamicin over PTC124. For this reason, we 
did not include PTC124 in the HCI human neuromuscular circuit 
coculture assay.

Analysis of HCI data showed that motor axon surface area 
and volume and myofiber volume were significantly higher in 
DMD-R3381X + SB-431542 or CORR-R3381X conditions, com-
pared to DMD-R3381X or DMD-R3381X + gentamicin conditions 
(Fig. 5, B and D to F). Quantification of presynaptic markers showed 
that DMD-R3381X or DMD-R3381X + gentamicin conditions have 

Fig. 5. Human neuromuscular circuit cocultures provide a drug screening platform for DMD and confirm the beneficial effects of SB-431542. (A) Schematic of 
human neuromuscular circuit cocultures in a 96-well platform compatible with HCI imaging and analysis. Timeline of medium changes and pharmacological treatments 
are as indicated. (B) Representative images of motor axons projected from WT human ESC–derived MNs in DMD-R3381X, DMD-R3381X + gentamicin, DMD-R3381X + 
SB-431542, and CORR-R3381X neuromuscular circuit cocultures. Scale bars, 100 m. (C) Representative 3D reconstruction images of human NMJs in DMD-R3381X, 
DMD-R3381X + gentamicin, DMD-R3381X + SB-431542, and CORR-R3381X neuromuscular circuit cocultures. Top: Titin in blue, the presynaptic markers TUBB3 in green 
and SV2 in red, and the postsynaptic marker AChR in orange. Bottom: NMJs, defined by colocalization of SV2 and AChR, were labeled in gray. Scale bars, 5 m. (D to L) HCI 
analysis in human neuromuscular circuit cocultures of DMD-R3381X, DMD-R3381X + gentamicin, DMD-R3381X + SB-431542, and CORR-R3381X conditions, including 
quantification of motor axon surface area (D), motor axon volume (E), myofiber volume (F), number of SV2 objects (G), number of AChR objects (H), number of NMJ objects 
(I), SV2 volume (J), AChR volume (K), and NMJ volume (L). n = 8. Values are means ± SD for (D), (E), and (G) to (I) and means ± SEM for (F) and (J) to (L); one-way ANOVA, 
except (H), which was analyzed using t test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. ns, not significant.
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significantly higher number of SV2 objects than DMD-R3381X + 
SB-431542 or CORR-R3381X conditions (Fig. 5, C and G). In con-
trast, quantification of postsynaptic marker showed that CORR-R3381X 
had significantly higher number of AChR objects than DMD-R3381X 
(Fig. 5, C and H). Quantification of NMJ objects, as defined by co-
localization of SV2 and AChR objects, showed that CORR-R3381X 
had significantly higher number of NMJ objects than all other con-
ditions (Fig. 5, C and I).

Next, we investigated the volumes of SV2, AChR, and NMJ objects. 
DMD-R3381X + SB-431542 or CORR-R3381X conditions have sig-
nificant larger SV2 volume than DMD-R3381X or DMD-R3381X + 
gentamicin conditions (Fig. 5, C and J). Similar trends were ob-
served by quantification of AChR volume (Fig. 5, C and K). Last, 
NMJ volumes in DMD-R3381X + SB-431542 or CORR-R3381X 
conditions were significantly larger than DMD-R3381X or 
DMD-R3381X + gentamicin conditions (Fig. 5, C and L). Briefly, 
our HCI analysis indicated that treatment of SB-431542  in 
DMD-R3381X neuromuscular cocultures not only benefited myo-
fibers but also had a positive effect on MNs and NMJs. Together, 
these results suggest that the HCI human neuromuscular circuit co-
culture assay provides a useful platform for assessing drug efficacy 
and validates the beneficial effects of SB-431542 for ameliorating 
neuromuscular defects in DMD.

Dysregulated genes affecting NMJ assembly and axon 
guidance respond to inhibition of TGF signaling in DMD 
myogenic cultures
Next, we sought to further elucidate possible mechanisms by which 
treatment of SB-431542 could ameliorate neuromuscular phenotypes 
in DMD. On the basis of the GSEA results (Fig. 2I), we identified 
core enrichment genes in GO synapse assembly, which were down- 
regulated in DMD-R3381X myogenic culture at 24 hours (Fig. 6A). 
In addition, we plotted core enrichment genes in KEGG axon guid-
ance, which were up-regulated in DMD-R3381X myogenic cultures 
at all three time points (Fig. 6B and fig. S6). We hypothesized that 
treatment of SB-431542 may have effects on the expression of genes 
aberrantly up- or down-regulated in DMD-R3381X myogenic 
cultures. To test this, we cultured DMD-R3381X MPCs in growth 
medium with SB-431542 for 48 hours (i.e., 0 hours of secondary 
differentiation), followed by switching to secondary differentiation 
medium with SB-431542 for 24 and 120 hours (Fig. 6C). Untreated 
DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures at the same 
time points were used for comparison. Among the core enrichment 
genes, we selected MUSK from GO synapse assembly and SLIT2, 
SLIT3, ROBO2, EFNB2, EPHB4, SEMA3D, and SEMA5A from KEGG 
axon guidance for analysis.

We then performed gene expression analysis of the selected 
core enrichment genes by qPCR in aneural myogenic cultures 
of DMD-R3381X, DMD-R3381X treated with SB-431542, and 
CORR-R3381X at 0, 24, and 120 hours of secondary differentiation 
(Fig. 6, D to F). Broadly speaking, we found that differences of gene 
expression levels between DMD-R3381X and CORR-R3381X were 
mostly consistent with the differentially expressed genes identified 
by transcriptome analysis. We found that MUSK expression was 
significantly increased in DMD-R3381X treated with SB-431542 at 
all three time points, compared to DMD-R3381X or CORR-R3381X 
(Fig. 6, D to F). MUSK encodes muscle-specific kinase, which plays 
a pivotal role in regulation of AChR clustering and NMJ formation 
(36). Thus, the qPCR results are consistent with increased AChR 

and NMJ volume in DMD-R3381X human neuromuscular circuits 
treated with SB-431542 (Fig. 5, K and L). Together, these results 
suggest that up-regulation of MUSK by inhibition of TGF signaling 
may promote NMJ assembly in DMD.

In contrast to MUSK, many core enrichment genes in axon guid-
ance showed opposing trends in DMD-R3381X myogenic cultures 
treated with SB-431542. For example, SLIT3 expression was signifi-
cantly decreased to levels of the CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures 
at the three time points (Fig. 6, D to F). Similarly, there was a signif-
icant reduction in SLIT2 expression at 0- and 120-hour time points 
(Fig. 6, D and F). ROBO2 expression was significantly decreased at 
0- and 24-hour time points (Fig. 6, D and E). Last, expression levels 
of EFNB2 (ephrin), SEMA3D, and SEMA5A (semaphorins) were 
significantly down-regulated at 0 hours (Fig. 6D). SLIT2 and SLIT3 
encode Slit family proteins, which interact with Robo proteins, are 
best known for regulating axon guidance as repulsive cues (37). 
Furthermore, studies suggest that ephrins and semaphorins are 
regulators of synapse formation (38). By and large, the qPCR results 
support increased motor axon surface area and volume in DMD-
R3381X neuromuscular circuits treated with SB-431542 (Fig. 5, D and E). 
Together, these findings suggest that inhibition of TGF signaling 
normalizes many of the dysregulated axon guidance genes in DMD 
muscle, leading to a beneficial effect for NMJ assembly.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have developed the first optogenetic model of neuro-
muscular circuits for DMD with CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls 
by culturing human PSC–derived myofibers with mouse ESC–
derived ChR2-MN/AC spheroids in a compartmentalized micro-
device. Functional connectivity in this microphysiological model is 
demonstrated by optogenetic stimulation of ChR2-MN activity that 
specifically induces myofiber contraction. By comparing to CRISPR- 
corrected isogenic controls, the microphysiological model of DMD 
has enabled us to investigate mechanisms underlying muscle weak-
ness and assess potential drugs for ameliorating pathophysiological 
hallmarks. To complement compartmentalized microdevices, we 
have established an HCI-compatible 96-well human neuromuscular 
circuit coculture assay amenable for high-throughput drug screen-
ing and quantitative analysis of cellular phenotypes.

Previous studies of DMD patient-derived PSC models are com-
pared to unrelated WT derivatives or gene-edited controls by in-frame 
deletions to restore expression of shortened dystrophin proteins 
(17, 39). Both experimental approaches have limitations in terms of 
disease modeling because (i) differences of genetic backgrounds 
between individuals may influence phenotypic variability and 
(ii) in-frame deletions only produce partially functional dystrophin 
proteins that likely elicit incomplete rescue of pathophysiology. In 
contrast, our genome editing strategy precisely corrects the DMD 
c.10141C>T mutation and restores full-length dystrophin protein 
expression under the control of endogenous promoter. Thus, our 
CRISPR-corrected isogenic control circumvents the aforementioned 
limitations and can serve as a benchmark for evaluating potential 
therapeutic strategies for DMD.

While most of our knowledge about NMJ alterations and muscle 
weakness in DMD is inferred from mdx mouse models, only few 
studies have reported abnormal electrophysiological properties and 
reduced synaptic fold size in patients with DMD (11, 12). By model-
ing neuromuscular circuits in vitro, our isogenic pair of human 
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Fig. 6. Aberrantly expressed genes in DMD-R3881X myogenic cultures respond to SB-431542 treatment. (A) Heatmap illustrating log2RPKM gene expression (row 
z scores) of core enrichment genes for GO synapse assembly at 24 hours; columns represent samples, and rows represent genes. (B) Heatmap illustrating log2RPKM gene 
expression (row z scores) of core enrichment genes for KEGG axon guidance observed across all three time points; columns represent samples, and rows represent genes. 
Row clustering was performed on the basis of Euclidean distance matrix and complete clustering. (C) A schematic timeline indicates treatment of SB-431542 in DMD-
R3381X myogenic cultures with specified medium changes, followed by sample collection at 0, 24, and120 hours of secondary differentiation. (D to F) Relative expression 
levels of MUSK, SLIT2, SLIT3, ROBO2, EFNB2, EPHB4, SEMA3D, and SEMA5A in DMD-R3381X, DMD-R3381X + SB-431542, and CORR-R3381X myogenic cultures at 0 (D), 24 (E), 
and 120 hours (F) of secondary differentiation. For DMD-R3381X + SB-431542 cultures, DMD-R3381X MPCs were treated with SB-431542 in growth medium for 2 days 
before switching to secondary differentiation medium with SB-431542. n = 6. Values are means ± SEM. One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, *P < 0.05, 
**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.
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PSC–derived myofibers cultured with optogenetic-controllable ChR2- 
MNs in a compartmentalized device recapitulates muscle-nerve 
connectivity resembling the anatomical arrangement of the MNs 
and myofibers in vivo. In response to light stimulation, we show 
that ChR2-MN activity–induced DMD-R3381X myofiber contrac-
tion has significantly reduced displacement velocity, compared to 
CORR-R3381X isogenic control myofibers. In addition, we show that 
compromised myofiber contraction is associated with a reduction 
of AChR and NMJ volumes in DMD-R3381X myofibers. In agree-
ment with previous work (11, 12), our results suggest that human 
skeletal muscle lacking dystrophin affects synaptic homeostasis of 
the NMJs.

To gain insights into the mechanisms underlying DMD patho-
physiology, our analysis of myogenic transcriptomes and gene sets 
from the Canonical Pathways and Gene Ontology Biological Process 
has identified genes that show statistically significant, concordant 
differences between DMD and CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls, 
such as genes involved in regulating skeletal muscle differentiation 
and homeostasis, as well as axon guidance and NMJ assembly. Spe-
cifically, analysis of core enrichment genes in these gene sets shows 
that TGFB1, SLIT2, and SLIT3 are up-regulated, while CHRNA1, 
MUSK, and LRP4 are down-regulated in DMD myogenic transcrip-
tomes. Consistent with our findings, multiple studies have shown 
evidence of TGF signaling pathway in skeletal muscle homeostasis 
and as a strong genetic modifier for DMD (40, 41). In addition, 
studies have demonstrated that the Agrin-Lrp4-Musk signaling plays 
a critical role for NMJ formation and maturation and promotes 
AChR clustering (36). Furthermore, Musk transcript and protein 
levels are significantly decreased in mdx mice (42). Postnatal inacti-
vation of Musk in mice results in loss of AChRs, disassembly of 
NMJs, and retraction of innervating motor axons (43). Last, augment-
ing expression of Musk in mdx mice by adeno-associated virus pro-
tects dystrophin-deficient muscle from contraction-induced injury, 
enhances the expression of utrophin (a homolog of dystrophin) and 
the DGC component -dystroglycan, and ameliorates the NMJ 
morphology (44). Here, we show that pharmacological inhibition of 
TGF signaling in DMD neuromuscular circuits remarkably rescues 
the DMD myofiber contraction phenotypes and partially restores 
AChR and NMJ volumes. These functional corrections are associated 
with significant up-regulation of MUSK in DMD myofibers as 
demonstrated by inhibition of TGF signaling with SB-431542 in 
aneural myogenic cultures of DMD. Note that amelioration of NMJ 
defects in DMD neuromuscular circuits treated with SB-431542 
cannot fully explain the remarkable rescue of myofiber contractility, 
suggesting that additional mechanisms may be involved. Studies have 
shown that TGF signaling negatively correlates with actin cyto-
skeletal remodeling to regulate muscle cell fusion (45) and that 
cytoskeletal reorganization is involved in AChR redistribution and 
anchoring (46). The contraction of skeletal muscle is mediated by 
release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum into the cytoplasm. 
Dysregulation of Ca2+ handling and reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
production are pathological features of DMD (47). In addition to 
cytoskeletal remodeling, we speculate that Ca2+ signaling and ROS 
production in DMD may be altered in the presence of SB-431542. 
Future studies of signaling pathways in NMJ assembly, Ca2+ handling, 
and their cross-talk will further elucidate molecular mechanisms 
governing NMJ homeostasis and muscle contraction.

Apart from MUSK, many of the abnormally expressed axon guid-
ance genes in DMD myogenic cultures are normalized by inhibition 

of TGF signaling with SB-431542, such as SLIT2, SLIT3, ROBO2, 
EFNB2, SEMA3D, and SEMA5A. This is reflected by the increased 
motor axon surface area and volume. While Slit-Robo signaling has 
been extensively studied for mediating axon repulsion, accumulating 
evidence suggests that guidance molecules play important roles in 
regulating synapse formation and plasticity (38). The core enrich-
ment genes in KEGG axon guidance include genes encoding 
guidance molecules that are membrane-bound or secreted proteins, 
such as ephrins, semaphorins, netrin, and slits. On the basis of the 
transcriptomic profiling of DMD myogenic cultures, we presume 
that the secretome of DMD muscle may affect the NMJ homeostasis 
and function. We envisage a model of the early pathogenesis of 
DMD in vivo that is exacerbated by cycles of communications from 
myofibers to MNs and back at the NMJs during the disease progression. 
It will be of interest to investigate effects of DMD muscle–derived 
factors on neuromuscular connectivity between CRISPR-corrected 
PSC-derived myofibers and MN/AC spheroids treated with condi-
tioned medium from DMD myogenic cultures.

Consistent with our transcriptome analysis, a recent study by 
Mournetas et al. (48) also identified down-regulation of genes in-
volved in NMJ formation in DMD patient PSC-derived myotubes 
(e.g., CHRNA1) and DMD patient-derived primary myoblasts (e.g., 
CHRNA1 and MUSK), compared to non-isogenic WT controls. 
Mournetas et al. used myoblasts from three DMD patients with in-
frame duplication exons 3 to 26, out-of-frame deletion exons 8 to 
43, or stop exon 7 c mutations, all of which disrupt the Dp427 but 
not the Dp71 isoform, whereas the DMD-R3381X mutation in our 
study affects both isoforms. This suggests that the aberrant gene 
expression affecting NMJ assembly may be primarily due to loss of 
Dp427, although we cannot exclude additional contributions from 
loss of Dp71. To address this, it will be of interests to compare DMD 
myogenic transcriptomes in the presence and absence of Dp71. In 
contrast to our study and others (17), up-regulation of TGF signal-
ing in DMD PSC–derived myogenic cultures was not detected by 
Mournetas et al. This may be explained by variation between genetic 
backgrounds and differences in myogenic differentiation protocols 
and media (24, 49). Note that the myogenic differentiation performed 
by Mournetas et al. was from human PSCs (day 0) to myotubes 
(day 25), and the cell culture media contain inhibitors of TGF sig-
naling from days 0 to 17, whereas our differentiation medium did 
not. Together, future comparative studies of DMD myogenic tran-
scriptomes and validation with experiments will further elucidate 
common underlying mechanisms in DMD skeletal muscle.

As previously described in patients with DMD and mdx mice 
(33, 34), DMD-R3381X myogenic cultures treated with gentamicin 
can restore some levels of dystrophin protein expression, but it is 
incomparable to restoration achieved by precise genome editing. 
It has been suggested that 20% of endogenous levels of dystrophin 
uniformly distributed may be sufficient to prevent disease progres-
sion (50) and ~20 to 50% of dystrophin levels are required to 
normalize the NMJ abnormalities of mdx mice (51). In agreement 
with previous studies, our HCI human neuromuscular circuit co-
culture assay does not show significant improvements on DMD 
neuromuscular circuits treated with gentamicin. Nevertheless, a 
high-throughput screening of large compound libraries in the HCI 
platform with human neuromuscular circuits will allow us to identify 
novel drugs capable of improving NMJ assembly and muscle function.

In an effort to avoid the toxicity associated with the antibiotic, 
gentamicin has been replaced by other readthrough compounds, 
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such as PTC124 (52). Paradoxically, a recent multicenter, randomized, 
double-blind, phase 3 trial has concluded that there is no significant 
difference between patients treated with ataluren (PTC124) and 
placebo group; nevertheless, a significant effect of ataluren is re-
corded in prespecified subgroup of patients (53). In our hands, we did 
not detect restored dystrophin protein expression in DMD-R3381X 
myogenic cultures treated with PTC124 from low (1 M) to high 
(35 M) contractions, suggesting that the effect of PTC124 may be 
allele specific. Collectively, these results suggest that future studies 
integrating pharmacogenomic research are required to further 
elucidate the mechanisms by which PTC124 can achieve nonsense 
mutation readthrough. With additional isogenic pairs of DMD and 
CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls, microphysiological models of 
human neuromuscular circuits developed in this study can facilitate 
assessing the efficacy and toxicity of potential drug candidates at the 
preclinical stage of therapeutic development, leading to personalized 
medicine for patients with DMD.

Future studies can implement several modifications to further 
improve the physiological relevance, reproducibility, and stability of 
our neuromuscular circuit model. Currently, we use MNs and ACs 
derived from WT mouse or unrelated healthy human ESCs. To fur-
ther elucidate the roles of DGC at the NMJs and a variety of synapses 
in the nervous systems, it will be ideal to generate MNs, ACs, and 
skeletal muscle from the same isogenic pair of DMD and CRISPR- 
corrected human PSCs for culturing in the compartmentalized 
microdevice or 96-well coculture platform. Note that the approach 
of using isogenic, multilineage differentiation from human PSCs is 
applicable to other neuromuscular disorders, such as ALS, spinal 
muscular atrophy, and myasthenia gravis. The direct measurement 
of myofiber contraction by PIV will allow the assessment of func-
tional phenotypes in models for these conditions, in addition to 
quantifying axonal, myofiber, and NMJ morphology. Last, our cur-
rent system does not sustain long-term cultures of neuromuscular 
circuits under conditions that strengthen myofibers (e.g., inhibition 
of TGF signaling) as it leads to culture collapse. We intend to 
improve myofiber stability in the next generation of microdevices. 
Recent advances in biomaterials for tissue engineering can generate 
aligned nanofibrillar and supportive extracellular matrix–like 
scaffold capable of stabilizing myofiber contraction in long-term 
cultures (54).

In summary, optogenetic modeling of human neuromuscular 
circuits in DMD with CRISPR-corrected isogenic controls warrants 
a microphysiological model recapitulating in vivo NMJ patho-
physiology, which contributes to muscle weakness in patients with 
DMD. Beyond modulating skeletal muscle homeostasis, pharmaco-
logical inhibition of TGF signaling can ameliorate the NMJ defects 
and remarkably rescue myofiber contractility in DMD. Our results 
suggest that targeting pathways in neuromuscular connectivity may 
be an effective therapeutic strategy for treating DMD regardless of 
types of mutations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generation and maintenance of DMD patient-derived PSCs
We obtained the fibroblast line from a patient with DMD carrying 
the DMD c.10141C>T (p.R3381X) mutation from the MRC Centre 
for Neuromuscular Diseases Biobank with informed consent under 
appropriate ethical approval by Hammersmith and Queen Charlotte’s 
and Chelsea Hospital (REC reference 06/Q0406/33) and by NRES 

(National Research Ethics Service) Committee London-Stanmore 
(REC reference 13/LO/1826; IRAS project ID: 141100). We used a 
six factor–based reprogramming protocol and a recently developed 
EPSCM (21, 22) to generate DMD patient-specific PSCs, referred to 
as DMD-R3381X ePSCs. In vitro differentiation of human ePSCs and 
analysis were performed as previously described (23).

Immunocytochemistry
Routine immunostaining protocol for human PSCs, MPCs, and 
myotubes were preceded by cell fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde 
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-281692) for 20 min at room tem-
perature (RT). Before and after fixation, the cells were washed 
three times, 5 min each, with 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). 
For intracellular markers, the cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton 
X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, T8787) in 1× PBS for 15 min at RT. After 
three washes of 5 min in 1× PBS, they were blocked with 10% goat 
serum (Sigma-Aldrich, G9023) in 1× PBS for 1 hour at RT, and then, 
primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4°C in blocking 
buffer at the appropriate dilution (table S2). The day after, the cells 
were washed with 1× PBS three times for 5 min each time.

Appropriate Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies (table S3) and 
4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich, D9542) were 
incubated for 1 hour at RT in blocking buffer. The cells were kept in 
1× PBS at 4°C in the dark until analysis. Image acquisition was per-
formed with IN Cell Analyzer 2200 and IN Cell Analyzer 6000 from 
GE Healthcare Life Science, a confocal microscope (LSM 800), and 
Operetta CLS High-Content Analysis System.

For quantitative analysis of the images, three technical replicates 
with eight images per replicate were analyzed. Automated image 
analysis was done with Developer Toolbox from GE Healthcare Life 
Sciences. The quantification protocols were based on a number of 
defined targets and the parameters that we wanted to measure in 
those targets. To define a target as positive or negative, the intensity 
threshold was established on the basis of the pixel intensity of the 
negative control condition (no primary antibody incubation). In ad-
dition, object size limits were set up when looking at nuclear markers. 
Fusion index is defined by the percentage of nuclei within cells posi-
tive for MF20 marker containing three or more than three nuclei.

RNA extraction
Total RNA was extracted from at least 5 × 105 cells using RNeasy 
Plus Mini Kit (QIAGEN, 74134) following the manufacturer’s in-
structions and eluted in 10 l of deoxyribonuclease/ribonuclease-free 
water. The concentration was determined using the Qubit RNA HS 
Assay Kit (Invitrogen, Q32852) and the Qubit Fluorometer according 
to the company’s protocol.

Real-time qPCR
The High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied 
Biosystems, 4368814) was used to convert mRNA into cDNA.  
Three hundred nanograms of mRNA in up to 10 l were mixed with 
2× reverse transcription master mix following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, 
A25742) was used for real-time qPCR. The reaction was set up as 
per the manufacturer’s instructions, and the primers are specified in 
table S4. Cycle thresholds were produced by the StepOne Plus 
software (Applied Biosystems) and normalized to the values of the 
reference gene ACTB (55), and relative gene expression levels were 
expressed as fold changes.
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Karyotyping analysis
Multiplex fluorescent in situ hybridization karyotype analysis was 
performed on human ePSC lines as explained in (56) with a minor 
change. Human ePSCs were grown in knockout Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 15% fetal bovine 
serum, 1× glutamine-penicillin-streptomycin, 1× nonessential amino 
acids, and human recombinant leukemia inhibitory factor (1 ng/ml) 
for 24 hours followed by 10 M Y-27632 dihydrochloride (Tocris, 
1254) treatment for 2 to 3 hours before metaphase harvesting.

CRISPR-Cas9–mediated gene correction
To construct the donor targeting vectors, we used Gibson Assembly 
(New England BioLabs). The 1-kb left and right homology arms 
were PCR-amplified from the parental DMD PSCs. At the same time, 
the point mutation c.10141C>T was corrected with a specific primer 
for each (table S4). The pMCS-AAT_PB-PGKpuroTK (57) plasmid 
was used as a template to amplify the piggyBac selection cassette 
(PGK-puro∆tk) and the backbone of the vectors (table S5). The 
four PCR fragments were joined together by their 40–base pair (bp) 
overlapping ends in a Gibson Assembly reaction. The recombinant 
Cas9 protein was a gift from N. Geijsen (58). The single guide RNA 
(sgRNA) was synthesized by Synthego. The Cas9/sgRNA ribo-
nucleoprotein complex and donor targeting vector were incubated 
together with the cells and electroporated using Lonza Nucleofector 
4D device (Lonza, AAF-1002B).

Myogenic differentiation from human PSCs
To generate MPCs and myotubes from human PSCs, we used a 
transgene-free myogenic differentiation protocol developed by 
Chal et al. (24). Briefly, the PSCs were plated on Matrigel-coated 
plates and induced to differentiate into the myogenic lineage for 
3 to 4 weeks. The primary differentiation culture was expanded, 
enriched in Skeletal Muscle Cell Growth Medium (PromoCell, 
C-23060), and cryopreserved. To generate myotubes, the human 
ePSC–derived MPCs were induced to undergo secondary differen-
tiation by culturing in secondary differentiation medium containing 
DMEM/F12 + glutamine (Invitrogen, 11320-033), 1% insulin- 
transferrin-selenium (Gibco, 414000459), 1% N2 supplement (Gibco, 
17502048), 0.2% penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U/ml), and 1% 
l-glutamine (Gibco, 25030149) (24).

Pharmacological treatments of MPCs during  
secondary differentiation
MPCs were expanded in Skeletal Muscle Cell Growth Medium until 
reaching the desired number of cells. The pharmacological treatments 
started at the last 2 days in Skeletal Muscle Cell Growth Medium 
and continued during the 5 days of secondary differentiation. MPCs 
were treated with 10 M SB-431542 (Tocris, 1614) as in (31). After 
testing a range of gentamicin (Sigma-Aldrich, G1397) concentrations 
(10 to 600 M), 200 M gentamicin was used in the 96-well human 
neuromuscular circuit coculture assay, as 600 M gentamicin caused 
cytotoxicity. PTC124 (Generon, A8553) was tested in a range of 
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 17, 25, and 35 M).

Immunoblot analysis
Human PSC–derived myotubes were harvested and lysed with 
radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer supplemented with a cocktail 
of protease inhibitors. Primary human myoblast–derived myotubes 
were used as a positive control [MRC CMMD (Medical Research 

Council Centre for Neuromuscular Diseases) Biobank ID: 8206]. 
NuPAGE Novex 3 to 8% tris-acetate gel (Invitrogen, EA0375BOX) 
was used to resolve the proteins, followed by their transfer with the 
Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System (Bio-Rad) into a nitrocellulose 
membrane (Bio-Rad). The membrane was blocked for 1 hour with 
Odyssey block solution (LI-COR Bioscience, 927-50000) and probed 
with dystrophin (1:750; Fisher Scientific, PA5-32388), vinculin 
(1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich, MAB3574), and -actin (1:5000; Sigma- 
Aldrich, A5316) primary antibodies for 2 hours at RT. After three 
washes with 1× PBS containing 0.1% Tween 20 for 15 min each, the 
membrane was incubated with biotinylated anti-rabbit secondary 
antibody (1:1000) for 2 hours, followed by IRDye 800CW Donkey 
Anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L) (1:10,000; LI-COR Biosciences, 926-32213) 
and IRDye 680RD Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H + L) (1:10000, LI-COR 
Biosciences, 926-68070) for 1 hour at RT. Signals were visualized 
and acquired by the Odyssey CLx Infrared Imaging System (LICOR 
Biosciences) using Image Studio acquisition software.

3D compartmentalized muscle-nerve cultures
Hb9::CD14-IRES-GFP/CAG::ChR2-YFP and GFAP::hCD14/CAG::Gdnf 
transgenic mouse ESC clones were generated as described in (18, 29). 
Mouse ESCs of both genotypes were dissociated with 0.25% trypsin 
(Gibco, 25200056) and plated in suspension nontreated culture 
dishes (Corning, CLS430591) to grow them as floating EBs for 5 days 
in ADFNB medium containing Advanced DMEM/F-12 and Neuro-
basal medium at 1:1 ratio, 1% of penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U/ml), 
1% l-glutamine, 50 M -mercaptoethanol, 2% of MACS Neuro-
Brew-21 with vitamin A (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-093-566), 1% of N2 
supplement, and 0.1% bovine serum albumin. The medium was 
supplemented with 1 M retinoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, R2625) and 
0.5 M smoothened agonist (Merck, SML1314) for the last 3 days of 
culture. EBs were then dissociated, and ESC-derived MNs were iso-
lated by anti-CD14 MACS enrichment as previously described in 
(59). GFAP::hCD14 ESCs were differentiated to EBs with the same 
protocol, and then, EBs were replated into T75 flasks coated with 
Growth Factor Reduced (GFR)–Matrigel diluted 1:50 in DMEM and 
cultured in ADFNB medium for seven more days. The adherent EBs 
were dissociated with 0.25% trypsin, and ESC-derived ACs were 
isolated by anti-CD14 MACS enrichment as previously described in 
(29). To generate MN/AC neural spheroids, 5 × 103 mouse ESC–
derived MACS-sorted ChR2-MNs along with 5 × 103 mouse ESC–
derived MACS-sorted ACs (18, 29, 59) were plated in 96-well round- bottom 
Lipidure-coated plates for 24 hours in ADFNB medium.

3D microdevices were manufactured as described (18) with minor 
changes. The devices were designed with one central compartment 
and two outer compartments linked with microchannels (18). Briefly, 
soft lithography with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used to 
fabricate the devices (60). Plastic bottom dishes (diameter, 35 mm; 
ibidi, 81156) were coated with a thin layer of NOA-73 resin using a 
cell scraper and partially ultraviolet (UV)–cured for 10 s at 55 J/cm2. 
Then, the PDMS arrays were placed on the resin layer (microgrooves 
down) and UV-cured with same conditions but for 1 min. Before 
seeding cells, the devices were UV-sterilized and coated with GFR- 
Matrigel diluted 1:100 in DMEM in a vacuum. Three MN/AC 
spheroids were plated in each outer compartment of the micro-
devices and then immobilized with thrombin in a fibrin/Matrigel 
hydrogel. Twenty-four hours after, human PSC–derived MPCs 
were plated in the central compartment and then sealed in a fibrin/
Matrigel hydrogel. Twenty-four hours later, MPCs were induced 
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to differentiate into myotubes by changing medium to secondary 
differentiation medium. On days 4 and 5 of differentiating muscle 
cells, the cultures were optically entrained for 1 hour a day with blue 
light (450-nm wavelength) at 5 Hz, 20-ms epoch, and 40% light- 
emitting diode (LED) intensity in dishes placed on top of a custom- 
built heat sink and LED assembly (18, 61, 62). Royal-Blue Luxeon 
Rebel LEDs mounted to a 20-mm Star Base were purchased from 
Quadica Developments Inc. (Lethbridge, Canada). The light in-
tensity of the LEDs was adjusted so as to cause reliable activa-
tion of channelrhodopsin-2 while limiting any potential damage 
caused by long-term exposure to high-energy light. The culture 
medium was supplemented with Antioxidant Supplement (1×; 
Sigma-Aldrich, A1345).
Imaris image visualization and analysis
3D reconstructions of neuromuscular cocultures were made using 
the Bitplane Imaris 9.1.2 software. Synapses were labeled with anti-
bodies against synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A (SV2) and nicotinic 
AChR. Furthermore, myofibers and motor axons were labeled with 
antibodies against titin and TUBB3, respectively. NMJs were defined 
by constructing a colocalization channel for SV2 and AChR using the 
Imaris coloc plug-in. Subsequently, 3D reconstructions for each channel 
of Z-stack images were made using the surface function in Imaris. 
From these reconstructions, the total number and morphology (volume 
and surface area) of individual SV2, AChR, and colocalized objects 
was analyzed, as well as total TUBB3 area for total axon coverage.

Human MN differentiation
Human H9 ESCs (WiCell) carrying an Hb9::CD14 transgene inserted 
into the AAVS1 locus were cultured on laminin-521–coated plates 
in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF medium (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-104-368). 
On day 4, colonies were carefully harvested and seeded into Matrigel- 
coated plates in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF medium. When colonies 
attached, the medium was changed to MN progenitors (MNP) basal 
differentiation medium containing 50% of DMEM/F12, 50% of 
Neurobasal medium (Gibco, 21103049), 1% of N2, 2% of MACS 
NeuroBrew-21 (Miltenyi Biotech, 130-093-566), and 0.1% of 
penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine (100×; Gibco, 10378-016) sup-
plemented with 3 M CHIR99021, 2 M SB-431542, and 0.2 M 
LDN193189 and cultured in this medium for 5 days. On day 6, the 
cells were dissociated and seeded into Matrigel-coated dishes in the 
same medium supplemented with 0.1 M RA (retinoic acid) and 0.5 M 
purmorphamine and kept in the same medium for six more days. On 
day 13, the cells were dissociated as single cells and plated at 5 × 105 cells/
cm2 in suspension in MNP medium supplemented with 0.5 M RA 
and 0.1 M purmorphamine. Seven days later, the immature MNs 
were dissociated, and we proceeded to do MACS sorting to enrich 
the population. I.L. has approval from the UK Stem Cell Bank steering 
committee (no. SCS11-06) to import human H9 ESCs.

Optogenetic stimulation of microdevice cultures and 
video analysis
We recorded 2-s bright-field videos (10 frames per second) of 
microdevice cocultures with an inverted fluorescence microscope 
(Olympus X73). Optogenetic stimulation was carried by illumina-
tion of the microdevice cultures for 500 ms at 100% LED intensity 
with an optical fiber–coupled 470-nm LED light source (Thorlabs, 
M470F3) controlled by a LED driver (Thorlabs, DC2200). The light 
guide was positioned 1 cm above the microdevice, and the light 
intensity at this distance was 0.2 mW/mm2, which is sufficient to 

trigger action potentials in ChR2-expressing neurons (63). Myofiber 
contraction velocity was measured as area displacement between 
successive video frames by PIV with the PIVlab package (30) within 
MATLAB (MathWorks) as described in (18).

Neuromuscular cocultures in a 96-well format
Human ePSC-MPCs were plated as a confluent monolayer in 96-well 
plate at a density of 20,000 per well (Fig. 5A). The next day, one 
spheroid aggregated from MACS-sorted Hb9::CD14 human ESC-MNs 
and mouse CAG::Gdnf ESC-ACs (5000 per cell type) (18) was placed 
into the center of each well on top of the developing myofibers, and 
the cocultures were grown for six more days. Then, the cells were 
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde/15% sucrose for 5 min; washed 
five times with PBS; and immunostained for the antigens TUBB3, 
SV2, nicotinic AChR, and titin (see table S2). Images were acquired 
with a PerkinElmer Operetta CLS high-content analysis system to 
image the entire well using the 20× water objective, confocal mode, 
and a binning of 2. In total, 65,856 images were acquired, composed 
of seven Z stacks per field of view, set at 2-m intervals with 5% 
overlap. Forty-nine fields of view were taken per well, and 48 wells 
were imaged in total. High-content image analysis was carried out 
with the Harmony 4.8 software (PerkinElmer). Briefly, images were 
analyzed in 3D, and 3D masks were created for each channel and 
filtered on the basis of intensity and morphology to remove back-
ground or staining artifacts. Total axon volume and surface area 
based on TUBB3 staining was calculated per well to quantify total 
axon outgrowth. The total number of individual myofiber objects, 
based on titin staining, was calculated per well along with the aver-
age morphological characteristics (volume/surface area/sphericity). 
The total number of SV2 and AChR objects was calculated per well 
along with average morphological characteristics (volume/surface 
area/sphericity). NMJ objects were defined by SV2 and AChR colo-
calization and calculated as total number per well along with average 
morphological characteristics (volume/surface area/sphericity).

Transcriptome sequencing and analysis
Total RNA from 18 samples (three biological replicates of two genotypes 
at three time points) was processed by the Barts and the London Genome 
Centre at QMUL (Queen Mary University of London). Sequencing 
was performed on Illumina NextSeq 500, High Output run sequencer 
with 75-bp paired end and 14 million reads mean depth per sample.

Alignment to the reference genome GRCh38 was performed 
using HISAT2 v2.1.0 (64), and read count was performed using 
HTSeq v0.11.1 (65). For the analysis and interpretation of the data, 
only genes that achieved a minimum of one read count per million 
reads in at least four samples were kept. A total of 14,477 genes 
matched this condition, and 12,833 of them were protein-coding 
genes. Conditional quantile normalization was performed counting 
for gene length and GC content to remove technical variability in 
the data inherent to the sequencing approach (66), and a log2 trans-
formed RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads) ex-
pression matrix was generated (67).

Differential expression analysis was performed using the limma 
R package v3.38.2 and voom normalization, using the linear model 
(68) on R v3.5.1. To consider experimental repeats, the duplicate-
Correlation function was used. GSEA was performed for each com-
parison using the ranked t-statistic and the GSEA tool GenePattern 
(69) for Canonical Pathways and Gene Ontology Biological Process 
from the Molecular Signatures Database (c2.cp.v7.1 and c5.bp.v7.1). 
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RNA sequencing data have been deposited to Gene Expression 
Omnibus under the accession number GSE159273.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abi8787

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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